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 Bristol Myers shares traded back to major support in early 

January following the announcement of their $70B deal for Celgene and basing nicely over the past 

month after bouncing back. Shares are consolidating below the 50-day EMA around $50 while a 

breakout above downtrend resistance from the October highs targets a re-test of the 200-EMA at $54. 

Longer-term, BMY back at key support while weekly MACD nearing a bullish crossover and RSI coiled 

under 40 and ready for a move up.  BMY has seen a number of bullish positions open since the CELG dip 

and more following earnings last week. The March $52.50 calls, September $55 calls, and September 

$50 calls all seeing notable accumulation while the April $60 calls with a buyer of 20,000 on 1/22. The 

full snapshot is below.  

 

The $80.7B company trades 11.2X earnings, 3.5X sales, and 11.8X cash with a 3.3% yield. BMY is 

expecting 6-8% EPS growth through FY20 and revenue growing 7.5%. Shares dropped initially after 

announcing the deal over concerns about debt and the viability of approval but BMY CEO laid out the 

long-term benefits of doubling their pipeline at the JPM Conference in early January. The key assets they 



acquire, including Ozanimod, JCAR017, and bb2121, are all nearing key trials or approval and BMY 

believes their reimbursement organization and strong existing sales structure can better leverage those 

assets into higher peak sales. Canaccord was out on 1/24 speculating that BMY may seek 100% 

ownership of bb2121 from Bluebird since the treatment is too valuable to share. The move also removes 

dependence on Opdivo to drive long-term growth, especially with a number if high-profile failures 

recently. The deal is expected to close in Q3.  

 Analysts have an average target for shares of $60.50 with 8 buy ratings and 12 hold ratings. Societe 

General upgraded to Buy on 1/15 calling the deal “bold” and seeing upside to $60. The firm applauds 

management for making "such a bold strategic move," contending that improved cash flow and a higher 

R&D budget for the combined company should help it navigate past medium-term patent expirations 

while simultaneously growing the dividend. Institutional ownership was modestly higher last quarter 

while short interest is around 0.8%. 

Trade to Consider: Long the BMY March $50 Calls for $2.20 or Better 


